5W - Ralph, H44RK will be active as 5W0KR from Apia, Samoa (OC-097) from 8 December to 1 March. He will operate SSB and digital modes on 20–10 metres. QSL via NR6M. [TNX NG3K]

9M6 - "Disappointed with the current poor conditions and high noise level at my home QTH", Steve, 9M6DXX will spend the weekend of 8–9 December at a seaside hotel where he will be able to put up vertical antennas by the sea. Look for him to operate SSB only with 400 watts on 80–10 metres, including a part-time participation in the ARRL 10 Meter Contest. He will be checking 80m for Brazil, northern South America, the Caribbean, eastern USA and Canada around 1000–1050 UTC and 2130–2215 UTC on both days. He will also look for northern and western Europe on 80m between 1500 and 1800 UTC. If propagation is not good on 80m, he will try 40m instead. QSL 9M6DXX via M0URX, direct or bureau, and LoTW. [TNX 9M6DXX]

C6 - Robert, AK4BM will be active as C6AGT from Green Turtle Cay (NA-080), Bahamas in December and January. He plans to operate SSB and possibly PSK31 and JT65 during his evenings on 40–10 metres as conditions permit. QSL via home call.

E5_sc - Norman, 5B4AIF will be active as E51E from Aitutaki (OC-083), South Cook Islands from 10 December to 5 January. He will operate SSB and RTTY, and possibly some QRS CW, on 160–6 metres. QSL via EB7DX and LoTW. Logsearch and further information can be found at [http://aitutaki2012.com/](http://aitutaki2012.com/)

EA8 - Look for Andrea, EA8/IK1PMR (CW) and Claudia, EA8/PA3LEO Claudia (RTTY) to be active from Tenerife, Canary Islands (AF-004) from 3 December to 12 February. They will be QRV on the HF bands and 6 metres. QSL via home calls, direct or bureau. [TNX NG3K]

F - The Louvre-Lens ([www.louvre-lens.fr](http://www.louvre-lens.fr), a branch museum of the Musee du Louvre) will be inaugurated on 4 December and opened to the public on the 12th. To celebrate the event, special callsign TM6LL will be activated by the the Radio Club of Hernes on 1–15 December. QSL via F8KHW. [TNX F8REF]

JD1_oga - Once again Makoto, JI5RPT ([www.ji5rpt.com/jd1/](http://www.ji5rpt.com/jd1/)) will be active as JD1BLY from Chichijima (AS-031), Ogasawara on 10–13 December. He will operate CW, SSB and digital modes on 40–10 metres. QSL via home call, direct or bureau. [TNX NG3K]

P4 - Tom, K8CX will be active as P40CX from Aruba (SA-036) on 3–10 December, including an entry in the ARRL 10 Meter Contest. QSL via home call. [TNX K8CX]

PA - Celebrating the 100th anniversary of the National Open Air Museum in Arnhem, Fred PA0FAW will be active as PG100NOM on 1–28 December. QSL via PA0FAW.

PJ2 - Joeke, PA0VDV will be active as PJ2/PA0VDV from Curacao (SA-099)
on 2-18 December. He will operate CW only mainly on 30, 17 and 12 metres. QSL via home call, direct or bureau. [TNX PA0VDV]

PYOF - Renner, PY7RP will be active on 40-10 metres as PY0FRP from Fernando de Noronha (SA-003) on 6-10 December, including participation in the ARRL 10 Meter Contest as PS0F. [TNX DX World]

XU - The Foundation for Global Children (http://www.fgc.or.jp) will be running a DXpedition while "supporting a vocational training center for persons with disabilities" in Cambodia on 5-17 December. Zorro JH1AJT, Jay JA1TRC, Aki JA4EKO/ZL1GO, Masaru JA5AQC, Champ E21EIC, Kazu JH1OGX/VR2KF and others will be active as XU1A on 160-10 metres (hopefully also 6m) CW, SSB and digital modes, with three stations and a focus on the low bands. QSL via JH1AJT, direct or bureau. An OQRS will be activated on Club Log. [TNX JA1TRC]

YN - Scott, K7ZO will be active as YN5ZO from Nicaragua on 4-10 December. He will operate SSB and RTTY on 40-10 metres, and will participate in the ARRL 10 Meter Contest (8-9 December). QSL via home call and LoTW. [TNX NG3K]

ZF - Vicky AE9YL (ZF2YL), Mike K9MK (ZF2MK) and Carl K9LA (ZF2LA) will participate in the ARRL 10 Meter Contest (8-9 December) as ZF1A from the Cayman Islands (NA-016). Before and after the contest they will use their individual callsigns. QSL ZF1A via K6AM and LoTW, others via home calls. [TNX The Daily DX]

---

ARRL 10 METER CONTEST ---> Object of the contest is for amateurs around the world to work as many stations as possible on the 10m band. This year's event will be held on 8-9 December. Complete details can be found at http://www.arrl.org/10-meter

PT0S ---> "The logs of the last 20 hours of operation were uploaded", the team reported on 27 November. "Please note that these logs do not contain corrections. We will deal with the correction requests during the next two weeks and upload a final and corrected log around 10 December. (Probably not so final, as correction requests are likely to be coming in for a while.)"

QSL NH8S ---> "Our QSL manager (Joe, AA4NN) has processed all QSL requests from OQRS and direct mail. Envelopes and QSO labels are prepared for the QSL cards. The cards were shipped from Italy and we await their arrival. As soon as they arrive, all cards will be mailed. LOTW confirmations have been uploaded for those that have donated more than $10 to the DXpedition. Remaining QSOs will be uploaded in batches starting December 1st". [TNX W8GEX]

QSL OY3JE ---> Tim, M0URX has taken over QSL duties for OY3JE. He has already received a parcel from Jan containing 115 letters, which have been
processed through the log. QSL cards will be posted once the cards arrive from the printer very soon.

ZL9HR ---> The operation was originally scheduled to be QRV from 28 November. The sailing vessel "Evohe" with the ZL9HR team departed Bluff, on the southern coast of New Zealand's South Island, on the 26th around noon local time. However, bad weather forced the team to shelter in the lee of Stewart Island and wait for conditions to improve. They expected to leave for Campbell Island on 29 November in the morning and hopefully to reach their destination on 1 December. MM0NDX, the EU Pilot station, reports that they will not be able to extend their stay on the island beyond 9 December. Keep an eye on http://dx-world.net/

======================================================================
*** 4 2 5  D X N E W S ***
******* QSL ROUTES *******
======================================================================
Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH
Direttore Responsabile I2VGW

CALL       MANAGER        CALL       MANAGER        CALL       MANAGER
======================================================================
3V8BB       LX1NO          EF7X       EA7GYS          OH0Z       W0MM
3W2J        K2PF           EF8M       UA3DX          OY1OF       M0URX
3Z5MT       SP5PRF         EF8S       OH2BYS          P292AD      N15DX
4K9W        DL6KVA         EF8U       EA8URL          P33W        UA3DX
4LIAN       N15DX          EG5ERC      EA7HBC          P3N         RW3RN
4L1HD       DL8KAC         EI80IRTS    EI4GXB          P4/R5GA      UA3DX
4L1MA       ON4RU          EL2A        G3SXW          P40F        UA3DX
4L5O        N3SL           EL2DT       EL2FM          P40W        N2MM
4L6DL       LZ1OT          EL2ES       AA7A           P49Y        AE6Y
4L8A        K1BV           EL2LF       KY7M           PJ2MI       EB7DX
5P3WW       DL1YAW         EL2MF       KC7V           PJ2T        W3HNK
5T0JL       ON8RA          EL2WP       G5LP           PJ4/KU8E     K4BAI
5T0SP       SP6FXY         EL2WS       N7CW           PJ4A        K4BAI
5W0KY       VK2ZKY         ER4A        RA4LW          PJ4D        W3HNK
6V7V        N0TG           ES6Q        ESSRY          PJ4NX       M0URX
6W7/N1SNB   N0TG           EU1AA       W3HNK          PJ7/VA3RA     VE3IKV
7P8D        ZS2DL          EY8MM       K1BV           PJ7I        JG2BRI
7Z1HL       DJ9ZB          FK8CE       LZ1JZ          PJ7XX       7L4XDT
7Z1TT       NI5DX          FK8DD       LZ1JZ          PQ125GBA     PR7AYE
8P5A        NN1N           FM/KL7WA    UT5UGR          PZ5T        VE3DZ
8P9DF       WJ2O           FS/VA3RA    VE3IKV          R1943S       RN4ABD
8Q7AU       HB9OAU         FY5KE       FY1FL          R25MSB       RA9WJV
9H3OG       DL4HG           G5D        G3UJE           RI1FJ       UA2FM
9H3TX       DL5XAT         H44MS       DL2GAC          RT7T        RY7G
9J3A        S57S           H44RK       NR6M           S01MZ        EA1BT
9M2CNC      G4ZFE           HG56OD      HA3OD           SX9S        SV9AUE
9M2DVR      JF3DVR         HK1AR       RW6HS          T40C        N1KI
9M2IDJ      JA6IDJ         HK1MW       K4AMW          T6MO         K9GY
9M4SEA      9W2TKK          HK1NA       K6IPM          T8NS         JA1MML
9M6LSC      JA4DND          HK1R        K6IPM          TC2M         LZ1NK
CW5W     Jorge Diez Furest, Remigio Castellanos 474, 37000 Melo - Cerro
Largo, Uruguay
G3SWH Phil Whitchurch, 21 Dickensons Grove, Congresbury, Bristol, BS49 5HQ, United Kingdom
I0JBL Luciano Blasi, Via Monte Razzano 75, 00063 Campagnano RM, Italy
IW0DJB Luca Della Giovampaola, Via Cremera 11, 00198 Roma RM, Italy
JE1JKL Satoshi Nakamura, 1-27-2 Kamiya, Ushiku-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 300-1216, Japan
K2PF Ralph G. Fariello, 23 Old Village Rd, Hillsborough, NJ 08844-4008, USA
K4BAI John T Laney III, P.O. Box 421, Columbus GA 31902-0421, USA
NI5DX William M. Loeschman, 717 Milton, Angleton TX 77515, USA
OH1VR Seppo Sisatto, Ojakatu 3 A 18, 33100 Tampere, Finland
OH3JR Henri Olander, Helavalkeantie 15, 13270 Hameenlinna, Finland
OH4MDY Reijo Laitinen, Mantyteie 13, 76940 Neenonpelto, Finland
OM2FY Branislav Daras, P.O.Box 6, 820 08 Bratislava 28, Slovak Republic
ON8RA Jean J. Lewuillon, Avenue E. Verhaeren 110/1, 1030 Brussels, Belgium
S57S Aleksander Zagar, Golisce 132, SI-1281 Kresnice, Slovenia
SP6FXY Ryszard Woroszczuk, ul. Akacjowa 9, 55-080 Smolec, Poland
WJ2O Dave Farnsworth, P.O. Box 16, McConnellsville NY 13401, USA
ZS2DL Donovan van Loggerenberg, P.O. Box 29169, Sunridge Park, 6008, South Africa
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